Exercise 1 - Verbal Reasoning
Writing MCAT Questions

Imagine that you are an MCAT writer. As a generative exercise
for creating the Verbal Reasoning section, read the passage below and review the questions which follow concerning the passage. Write one correct answer and one incorrect answer for
each question. Try to make the incorrect answer a tricky one.

Another great fact confronting the modern world is the discovery
of the method of training professionals, who specialize in particular regions of thought and thereby progressively add to the
sum of knowledge within their respective limitations of subject.
In consequence of the success of professionalizing of knowledge,
there are two points to be kept in mind, which differentiate our
present moment from the past. In the ﬁrst place, the rate of progress is such that an individual human being, of ordinary length
of life, will be called upon to face novel situations which ﬁnd
no parallel in his past. The ﬁxed person for the ﬁxed duties,
who in older societies was such a godsend, in the future will be
a public danger. In the second place, the modern professionalism in knowledge works in the opposite direction so far as the
intellectual sphere is concerned. The modern chemist is likely
to be weak in zoology, weaker still in his general knowledge of
Elizabethan drama, and completely ignorant of the principles
of rhythm in English versiﬁcation. It is probably safe to ignore
his knowledge of ancient history. Of course I am speaking of
general tendencies; for chemists are no worse than engineers, or
mathematicians, or classical scholars. Effective knowledge is
professionalized knowledge, supported by a restricted acquaintance with useful subjects subservient to it.
This situation has its dangers. It produces minds in a groove.
Each profession makes progress, but it is progress in its own
groove. Now to be mentally in a groove is to live in contemplating a given set of abstractions. The groove prevents straying
across country, and the abstraction abstracts from something to
which no further attention is paid. But there is no groove of abstractions which is adequate for the comprehension of human life.
Thus in the modern world, the celibacy of the medieval learned
class has been replaced by a celibacy of the intellect which is
divorced from the concrete contemplation of the complete facts.
Of course, no one is merely a mathematician, or merely a lawyer.
People have lives outside their professions or their businesses.
But the point is the restraint of serious thought within a groove.

The remainder of life is treated superﬁcially, with the imperfect
categories of thought derived from one profession.

The dangers arising from this aspect of professionalism are great,
particularly in our democratic societies. The directive force of
reason is weakened. The leading intellects lack balance. They
see this set of circumstances, or that set; but not both sets together.
The task of coordination is left to those who lack either the force
or the character to succeed in some deﬁnite career. In short, the
specialized functions of the community are performed better and
more progressively, but their generalized direction lacks vision.
The progressiveness in detail only adds to the danger produced
by the feebleness of coordination.
This criticism of modern life applies throughout, in whatever
sense you construe the meaning of community. It holds if you
apply it to a nation, a city, a district, an institution, a family, or
even an individual. There is a development of particular abstractions, and a contraction of concrete appreciation. The whole is
lost in one of its aspects. It is not necessary for my point that I
should maintain that our directive wisdom, either as individuals or as communities, is less now than in the past. Perhaps it
has slightly improved. But the novel pace of progress requires a
greater force of direction if disasters are to be avoided. The point
is that the discoveries of the nineteenth century were in the direction of professionalism, so that we are left with no expansion of
wisdom and with greater need of it.
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Review the following questions concerning the above passage. Write one best and one second best (incorrect) answer.

In what sense does the author of this passage mean chemists are no worse than engineers, or mathematicians, or classical scholars?

If the author of this passage encountered someone who professed knowledge of many disciplines, he would most likely conclude
that . . .

According to the author of this passage, who would be most qualiﬁed to judge the social ramiﬁcations of a new scientiﬁc process?

According the passage above, the increasing professionalization of knowledge in modern life is dangerous because
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